
To live in harmony on Earth,
we have to fnd a fair relationship,

without superiority over each other,
between more than 7 billion people, animals,

the Elements and Spirits of Nature, the Earth, the Universe.

What will the World be
if we globalize Fraternity

« Root themselves on the Universal Declaration of Life Rights »

All living beings
-human beings, animals, plants, minerals,

the spirits of nature, the Earth, the Cosmos-
are born free and equal in dignity and rights.

We humans are endowed
with reason, conscience and free will.

I chose to learn to act with others
in a spirit of brotherhood.

It is not easy but it is possible.



« To be the servant of no one, that is democracy »
Pablo Iglesias -Podemos

Let's stop wars in all countries.
Let's free ourselves from violence, inequalities that breed misery.

Let's stop choosing death as a solution to conficts.
Let's protect life. Let's prioritize the human.

Let's abolish « the law of the strongest ». Let's not give power to money and information.
Tat nobody is obliged to leave his country or life by committing suicide

because living conditions and solutions are inhuman.
Tat the migrants can go home to live.

• Let's restructure Te United Nations  . End of the right of Veto, its incoherent 
charter, its complex functioning and the non representation of the root peoples. 
Let us gather all the people who wish to put their competences at the service of 
Humanity for the questions common to the human family: the Economy, the 
Justice, the Nature, the Life, the Humans, the Earth, the Universe,... to learn to  
act with each other in a spirit of brotherhood.

• Let's restructure our governments, Europe  , so that they serve the well-being of 
the  lives  of  their  citizens.  Let's  review our  laws,  our  structures  in  order  to  
suppress those which are non-fraternal, in the respect of our cultures.

• Transparency of public accounts of countries in order to stop the fnancing of   
terrorism, the supremacy of those who have the money. Public money belongs 
to the people. His government is accountable to him, justifying every line of debit  
and credit.

Money has no value, that's what we do with which gives it value.
Without money it is impossible to undertake, to live. High wages and stock market 

speculation block life by putting most of the world's money capital in very few hands 
giving them the opportunity to impose their will on others. People who let their money in  
a safe prevent any possibility of countering them.



• Stop of immediate repayment of credits  . Someone need a credit if they are short 
of money. It must be given time to build a fnancial base before repaying. No one  
can give back the money he doesn't have, and for a project to earn money, it takes  
time.

• Stop of the repayment of  debts  of  developing countries  .  Today they have no 
choice but to sell the resources of their country to repay their debt.  Let's give  
them the freedom to choose their future.

• Money is not the solution at the end of misery but a neutral way to interact with   
each other  .   Te money from the IMF, the Nobel Prize, the great fortunes, could be 
monetary funds made available to a better life on Earth. Nations, Organizations 
apply for money for a project that will improve the living conditions of some people, 
a committee selects projects on criteria of dignity and donates money.

• Let's stop any intervention which is killer life  . To resolve conficts, let's go back 
to the origin of the evil to be overcome by dialogue. Let's listen to each person, 
politicized or not, rich or poor, who wants to express himself to fnd a solution. 
Every citizen of a country at war, whether he stayed in the country or in camps, has  
his say, let us give him the foor.

• Justice at the service of the Humanity  . A person realizes an intolerable act if she is 
cut of from his humanity. Te priority is to isolate him to protect the others and 
teach him human dignity which is respect for life and self.

• Let's  c  orrect  our  history,  our  memories,  our  relationships  .  Sufering  from 
barbarism can cause self-esteem and confdence of life to be lost, opening the 
door  to cruel  and inhumane choices. Let's  fnd  ourselves  by  putting  meaning,  
values, fair justice in our societies and the world.

• In the last century, Nicolas Tesla showed existence of the free energy, free and 
unlimited. Like nuclear, this energy can be a weapon. It's up to us to want to make 
it an energy at the service of humanity and nature for an ecological transition 
respectful of life. Let's  clean up trash around the Earth, in the Universe and 
everywhere on Earth.

My professional project
Living our entanglement to the Universe. In retirement homes, caregivers give placebos 

to people to sleep and that works; persons heal from cancer, AIDS,... thanks to the holistic 
therapies; children have seen their frst phalanx regenerate alone after being amputated... 

All physical reality is a duality between energy and matter.  I start a research project to 
discover our true multidimensional and emotional nature to develop a healing technique 
Ki-Regeneration®  based  on knowledge  on our  conscious  link  to matter  and energy to 
regenerate life: regenerate the amputated limbs, make again raining in Africa, rebuild the 
destroyed places,... regenerate all dimensions of Self.



Each human being is one part of Fraternal Humanity in becoming.

It is in our Humanity
that peace resides.

« Human being »

To Fight against emotions and beliefs is a waste of time,
they are part of us.

We are sentient beings who create by our choices

every moment of our life from the past

towards a future that exists only in our imagination.

Let's learn to live as we learn to walk.

An outside support and falls

to fnd a balance in the world,

taking confdent in oneself

in order to achieve his dreams.

Thank you Life.

Obel'Isa

Let's play the movie of the Peace on Earth: Humanite.Fraternelle@gmail.com


